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there are several ways to access the
new prophet-6 synth engine. with the
new omnisphere, you can now use
the full power of a dedicated
soundcard. add a soundcard and
save up to 80 percent on omnisphere
registration costs. to get started with
omnisphere™, simply download the
free trial application from the mac
app store. the free version lets you
explore the many innovative features
of omnisphere™ and play with the
patches included. once your free trial
concludes, you can purchase a full
version of omnisphere™ at your
convenience from the mac app store.
unless you're a synth mega-tron, you
probably don't have access to a
billion dollars worth of synthesizers,
and even if you did, it's not
guaranteed that you would be able to
program them and make the magic
happen. luckily, the huge advantage
of the fpga-based modular system is
that you don't have to write any
code. not only does it give you the
ability to work exactly how you want
at a fraction of the cost of traditional
synthesizers, but it also makes it
much easier to build patches. the
modular system was introduced to
create a new way of building
patches. it's now considered the
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standard way for synth programmers
to work and patch. with 120 modules
available to build patches with and
40 preset patches, this means synth
programmers can focus on writing
patches rather than finding the
perfect equipment to program their
synthesizers. omnisphere provides a
selection of looping piano, full-blown
drum kits, synth basses, two
harmonic percussion ensembles, and
fully modulated string orchestrations.
it's an easy-to-use instrument for
practicing or working on your own
sounds and projects.
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of course, it wouldn't be a
spectrasonics release without a

healthy dose of synth technology,
and that's precisely what omnisphere
2.8 offers, and more than that, with a

ton of sound sampling technology
available to take further advantage
of the synth's capabilities. users of
the omnisphere 2. split the app into
modules, or use them with external
peripherals such as the eventide ihx
770, dynacord dsp collection, pultec
pha-130, or akai mpc60. or, just dive

right into the omnisphere sound
design process. with room for 12
modules, you're going to want to
work around a six-bed set-up for

serious synth construction, but the
layout's easy to navigate and all of
the sections are fully customizable,

so you'll be able to move around
modules and still be able to hear the
nuances and muscle memory that an

experienced synth beatmaker
develops. the new omnisphere has

given birth to a new instrument,
described as the prophet-6, which

delivers a new breed of hybrid synth
with an extensive range of timbral
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and modal possibilities. the native
poly-tone mode is easily accessible
for creating arpeggiated melodies,
while the analog mode is ideal for

sound design. when working with the
prophet-6, there are four unique

modal banks that can be recalled to
suit your creative needs. the new

prophet-6 provides an extraordinary
range of timbral textures for

producing cutting-edge sound
design, while the new analog mode

supports sound design for wavetable-
based instruments. that said, the

new prophet-6 is still in beta and will
ship in q4 2018, but if you are

looking for a beginner's synth that
won't cost you an arm and a leg or

weigh much more than a bag of
weed, omnisphere is a very

affordable (and powerful) way to get
you started. add a soundcard to your

computer and start building.
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